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                         Focusing oriented therapy:    

          How the body leads the way at the edge of impasse   

   

                  Glenn Fleisch (2015)   

   
Two Kinds of Intelligence                                   
There are two kinds of intelligence: one acquired, ... one already completed and preserved inside you. This second 

knowing is a fountainhead from within you, moving out. Rumi    

 Body Intelligence                                        
Your intelligence is always with you, overseeing your body, even though you may not be aware of its work...      
There are guides who can show you the way. Use them. But they will not satisfy your longing.             

Keep wanting that connection with all your pulsing energy. Rumi   

   

1. Introduction:  What is the experiential feel of impasse?   

   For many years, I have been interested in the situation of life-impasse. It is an often 

baffling, mysterious condition where life seems to come to a standstill. It is not just a situational 

blockage or specific conflict but rather is a stalemate or stagnation of life-energy, a prolonged 

interruption of the ongoing flow of living, affecting one's whole existence. An impasse is like 

being in limbo, in an existential void, a state of suspended animation, yet a pressurized system. 

At the edge of impasse, there is often a painful awareness of being at a loss, not knowing how 

one got here or what to say or do to get out of this situation.  This is the experiential edge of 

impasse- a feeling of doubt,  disorientation, perplexity, and ultimately, deep despair. Yet I have 

found that if we can stay at this edge of "not-knowing," and give attention to our body, then 

something can arise from within that can show us .1 how we are stuck and .2 offer solutions to 

move through the impasse.    
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Examples: how the body knows the way through the impasse    

   It is crucial to realize that impasses cannot be avoided, nor circumvented or gotten out of. 

The only authentic path is to enter into and go through the impasse- by facing our dilemma and 

discovering genuine pathways of transformation. Here are a couple of brief examples:    

Lynn   

A long-term client Lynn (age 45) has felt stagnation in life for many years- often carried by an 

attitude and posture of resignation. "Maybe I just have to accept that this is how it will be- stop 

expecting anything better." While stating this, I notice that her head leans into her left hand, 

which then starts gently stroking her cheek. I play back the movement, invite her to allow it to 

keep happening and to stay aware of what it feels like. Her body feels sleepy (as did mine). I 

invite her to see if it was ok to allow this sleepiness to come- and stay as long as needed. Her 

whole body leaned over on a pillow, and she "nods out" for several minutes. Upon awakening, L. 

said, "I think I fell asleep for a minute." I affirmed that it was fine, and that she had slept for 10 

minutes. I wondered how she felt now. "I feel much lighter. My body feels refreshed, and I sense 

a lot more energy. I think my body is showing me that I need find a safe space for rest and how to 

nurture my inner self."    

Alan   

Alan (53) is stuck at an edge of not-knowing. He has been in an ongoing relationship and his 

partner wants to get married but he is not sure. This has been a source of confusion for over two 

years. He feels paralyzed, mostly finds himself "on the fence" unable to move one way or the 

other. It reaches the point of deep doubt. "Maybe I'm just not cut out for a committed 
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relationship" yet he doesn't want to lose her either. While expressing this, I notice that his body 

leans forward, becomes more upright with a strong energy emanating outward.  We brought 

Focusing awareness, to experience the feeling quality of this postural shift.  For the first time, A. 

connected with a disowned "resistant self," a being filled with rage, hate and pain from early life 

abuse.  We welcome this embodied self, and discover that it was in dread of being helplessly 

trapped in a relationship, yet feels no power or right to express itself. So the power was carried 

as a "sitting on the fence." I invited that we stay with this longer, and A. blurted out "No! I don't 

want to! Leave me alone!" which was the first time he had ever openly expressed a "not-wanting 

to" in our work. He felt a bit apologetic but I assured that this was great- that I really enjoyed 

and valued his push back. His body then remained in the more upright and forward leaning 

position- feeling more strength and empowerment.     

Comment: Notice in both examples that at the edge of impasse, a bodily movement arises, that 

with Focusing attention to the feel of the movement or shift,  discloses a pathway through the 

impasse. I call this body phenomenon, gestic lead, a bodily implying of the situation and 

possible next steps. It happens spontaneously, and pre-reflectively, disclosing a pathway toward 

resolving an impasse. In the first example, the gesture conveyed a need for rest and nurturance. 

In the second example, the postural shift allowed a suppressed energy to emerge.    

   Thus, what arises at this edge of "not-knowing" is often the organism's implicit knowing 

and showing of a possible next step, a right direction, a needed interaction. This chapter will 

explore my work with gestic leads in Focusing oriented therapy (FOT) with impasse situations.    
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2. Brief theory of Focusing oriented therapy    

"The process we want, the process we are working to engender and carry forward, is a process 

toward more life." (Gendlin, 1996, p. 56, italics added).   

   Focusing oriented therapy, similar to person centered therapy, is, to paraphrase Rogers a 

process of freeing clients to resume growth and development.  Both approaches involve creating 

a safe, supportive and genuine relationship in which clients can openly explore their 

experiencing. When clients are following and engaging with their experiential process in a 

deeply felt way, then all that is needed is our sensitive and caring listening, and accepting 

presence. However, there are times when clients become stuck, or keep going around the same 

feelings or issues without change.    

   The skill that Gendlin identified, and later delineated by the name Focusing emerged 

from discovering that successful clients in therapy, at some point in the session would stop, slow 

down their talking, and grapple for words to describe what they were feeling. These clients were 

checking with something within. Thus, he describes Focusing as "spending time with something 

bodily sensed but unclear (until it comes into 'focus')" (1996, p. 34) and as "attending to  the 

bodily uneasiness of a problem...so that new steps come," (!996, p. 303-304). And what he calls 

the bodily felt sense refers to "a distinct feeling that has not yet opened to reveal what it contains 

(1996, p. 19)" a physical sense that contains meaning regarding our life situations.   

   Focusing is something like "shining a light" into the body space as felt from inside, 

awaiting with acceptance for whatever comes in relation to a particular situation or issue.   
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Pausing, taking time to invite the bodily felt sense to form, letting it come, allowing it to open 

and be symbolized in words, phrases, gestures etc. are hallmarks of Focusing as a practice.  It 

essentially involves a being-with what comes, rather than being-caught in our conditioned and 

already formed cognitive, emotional and behavioral patterns.     

   Three aspects are important to emphasize: .1 Focusing involves attitudes toward the body 

and felt sensing- i.e. acceptance, welcoming, listening analogous to person-centered conditions;  

.2 Focusing is an interactional process, a relationship between what we know and what is as yet 

unformed- the explicit and the implicit and .3 Felt sensing is about direct experiencing of 

feelings in relation to life-situations.    

3. The body's implying of a right next step   

   One of the foundational principles of FOT is Gendlin's notion that living bodies imply their own 

next steps. Gendlin (1996) has shown how our body ‘knows’ what should have been and is always 

implying what would be life-forward. Thus, bodily experiencing not only contains information about the 

felt meaning of situations but also is an implying of next steps-  what it is moving toward or becoming.  

Gendlin (1996) calls this the life forward direction.  It is this notion of bodily implying of life-forward 

movement that is a crucial aspect of my work with gestic leads.    

   When our life feels stuck, blocked or stagnant, the living body implicates or discloses something 

further, something needed, yet to happen.  As Purton (2004, p. 181) states, "In any human process there is 

an implicit implying of what is to come next." The organism is seen as always moving toward its next 

event, sometimes easily obtained, but usually is not clear or easily accomplished.   
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4. My practice of FOT: a whole-body interactive process   

We need a new kind of interaction, one in which the client actually lives in a new way beyond 

the old stoppage. (Gendlin, 1996, p.287)    

   Traditionally, Focusing has been practiced as a quiet, introspective process, often sitting 

still with eyes closed, paying attention to the felt qualities of an issue or problem. In addition to 

inner reflective space, I include outward movement of the whole body into expression and 

interaction (Gendlin, 1991). FOT thus becomes an embodied relational process. It requires a 

safe, supportive, and close felt connection between my body-self and clients. From embodied 

connection,  I trust that the right words, responses and interactions will organically arise.           

   Here are some of my core operating principles as a Focusing oriented therapist:   

a. Grounded Presence: I like to start each session by inviting clients and myself into Grounded 

Presence, the bodily awareness and direct experience of my whole self here- and both of us, 

we here.  From this awareness, whatever needs to happen or be expressed in the session has a 

safe, solid and supportive container within which to be held.    

b. Invitations: Rather than directly asking clients to do something, I offer invitations   

"Something new just came. I wonder if you might like to experience that energy a bit more."  

"Maybe you can check (or sense) if that feels right." I demonstrate various possibilities for being 

in session- in addition to the usual sitting and talking- e.g. eyes closed Focusing; standing; letting 

movements come; etc.(see, McEvenue & Fleisch, 2008; Whalen & Fleisch, 2012).    

c. Inward bodily checking:  Clients are always invited to sense inside if whatever is said, done 

or suggested resonates, feels right, or seems helpful. This allows clients to stay in charge of  
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their own process, and also keep in collaborative relationship with me. If corrected,  I am very 

happy.   

I have no investment in being right, and greatly appreciate corrections, modifications, or a "No." 

I also invite continual feedback about how we are together.   

d.  Focusing from embodied co-presence: connecting and responding from our shared  

field   The notion of "co-presence," (Fleisch, 2011)  i.e. how our living bodies are intertwined in 

one larger field of awareness and experiencing is central to how I operate in sessions. Thus, I am 

Focusing with my whole body throughout sessions, as a way of being in close contact with 

clients' experiencing as well as my own- so that what comes (words, movements, responses) is a 

product of this embodied connection. This entails not just inward reflective (verbal) data, but 

resonating with the whole range of communication including gesture, posture, facial expression, 

voice tones, energy states, corporeal images and felt qualities.      

e. Wholebody Listening: The grounded and aware body functions like a tuning fork to 

sense even subtle energies and feelings. It is receiving with one's whole organism, an embodied 

receptivity, a resonating instrument, allowing whatever emerges to connect and penetrate in a 

deeply felt way- not only saying back, but also playing back what I have observed.   

f. Movement of life-energy through the whole body:  Inviting and sensing the emergence 

of inner directed movements, the body's living energy that contain the whole bodily implying of 

the situation of impasse. These subtle movements of the inner body direct a renewed flowing of 

the stopped life processes within our embodied organism. Our awareness of this body wisdom in 
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a wholebody way is required for it to come alive in us. We strive to follow this inward-arising 

life energy and movement that naturally arise in each moment.      

g. Response-ability: What is called for in a truly "person" centered approach is that our 

responses and interactions emerge from attuned, embodied resonance and awareness in felt 

contact with clients. This allows for response flexibility- i.e. the sensitivity and capacity to 

respond in whatever way feels needed, that match the intensity, energy and situation.   

   

Thus, the core elements of my practice of FOT are:   

1) Establishing and maintaining Grounded Co-Presence during each session;    

2) Staying open to what the body-wisdom presents to our conscious awareness as the inward 

arising of something that wants or calls for our attention;   

3) Inviting clients and I into a Focusing awareness of what has emerged, so more of its meaning, 

energy and information can guide us into right interactions, responses and steps forward.    

5. The phenomenon of gestic leads: how the body guides our process through impasse        

In FOT, therapists can be attentive to emergent leads or edges that could open up the implicit  

‘more’ of experiencing. I have termed this phenomenon gestic leads. The word gestic refers 

to bodily movements and gestures. Gestures (Fleisch, 2008), posture, inner directed 

movement (McEvenue and Fleisch, 2008) can function as implicit openings to next steps.    

   Gestic leads are bodily movements and other embodied expressions that arise 

spontaneously or pre-reflectively, outside of conscious awareness or deliberate choice, often 
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separate from or even opposite from the verbal feeling and content. Once brought to awareness, 

their implicit meaning and bodily energy can be felt and explored- often bringing awareness to 

what our organism is feeling, needing, and moving toward.    

   Gestic leads serve four functions at edge of impasse: .1 point us in a direction; .2 reveal 

an entrenched postural stance; 3 as in gestation, they can initiate, give birth to new meanings and 

possibilities; .4 implicitly disclose an interaction that has been lacking or insufficient.    

4. Vignettes: embodied interactions with complex and prolonged impasse situations   

There are three major ways that impasses can form: 1) a significant pattern, symptom or issue 

keeps recurring despite intentions and efforts to change; 2) a change or shift in life situation or 

health, necessitates a new response, a decision or behavior that seems very difficult if not 

impossible to manifest; or 3) an inner yearning arises for something more in life- creativity, 

intimacy, fullness, vitality, freedom, etc. that doesn't happen.    

Here are some steps in creating impasse events in FOT:    

.1 Prolonged and pronounced standstill in one or more life areas;   

.2 The impasse is recognized and experienced;   

.3. Emergence of the gestic lead- outward movement or inner sensation, image;   

.4 Pointing out/playing back the gestic lead;    

.5 Invite Focusing- bringing attention to the feel of the movement or imagery    
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.6 Co-create a living event- clients and I allow a process to unfold.   

.7 Ending the event- taking time to integrate what has come- explore its felt significance    

 I have selected three vignettes that demonstrate how the body leads/guides us through 

very prolonged and complex impasses. These situations involve a depth of close relational 

connection, intimacy and as well as a capacity for Focusing with the whole body process.    

Note: these vignettes are compilations of at least two, or more clients. Details have been altered 

to protect privacy- and for brevity, much of the dialogue was shortened or left out. Each vignette 

typifies a certain type of impasse situation- and the gestic leads are highlighted in bold.   

Vignette #1: "The baby elephant": breaking old ties/ creating new bond   

Introduction: An impasse can arise when client's forward moving life energy feels bound to a 

toxic environment or abusive/neglectful presence- thus preventing growth and individuation.     

Background: Nancy (age 51) has been making great strides in therapy and life. Recently, she 

has shown interest in initiating new, creative endeavors. However, every time she tries to initiate 

a creative project, something stops her. She comes to session – despairing "Whenever I try to 

express my unique voice, I feel crippled inside. I cannot produce anything of my own volition. It 

feels like I will never escape my family- and my sense of being stupid, unworthy.  I have avoided 

this crippling wound my whole life!"    

Gestic lead: While expressing this despair, first her upper body slumped forward, head bowed 

in a collapsed, resigned posture, then her arms moved upward over her head. It felt like a sense 

of being trapped, defeated, yet something else reaching out toward life. "I want out!" As I played 

back the movements, I got an image of an umbilical cord tied to her family, sucking out the life 
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energy of this self struggling to escape, to be free. I had an urge to cut this cord. I shared this 

and she seemed excited to explore.    

Impasse event: Together we enacted a ritual process of cutting the cord. As we did, I could feel 

her energy collapsing.  She exclaimed, "It feels like I can't breathe, can't generate my own 

energy. [pauses]. Yes, that's the real wound. I've never had a mother – so I don't know how to 

birth my own ideas." As she shared this, something came to me.  I recalled a program I saw 

about elephants – how the herd of matriarchal elephants surround the mother when she gives 

birth – and form a protective shield around the baby. I shared my awareness which Nancy loved, 

and invited her to become a baby elephant, so we can re-attach the cord to this new family.    

We both stood up,  I narrated a story I had just seen of elephant mothers rescuing a baby 

elephant that had gotten stuck in a water hole. "Let's just feel what it's like to be this baby 

elephant, rescued by and raised in a family of female elephants." Nancy let her whole body 

become the elephant baby- and she started to sway and move with a beautiful flow and rhythm. 

Then, tears and deep crying came. "I have never felt so loved and protected. I never thought it 

possible to have such a devotional and caring family." We were both quite moved – and took 

time to let our bodies and spirits connect with his elephant baby and family.   

Comment:  We helped N's inner self get free of its toxic connection to her family- and free its 

spirit to begin to find her own authentic voice and energy. With her new family tie to the 

elephants, N feels much freer to initiate creative ideas and seems much softer and gentler with 

her inner self and with others.    

   

Vignette #2: Eyes as the mirror of the soul: how a long-felt absence is filled in   
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Introduction: There are times when the impasse implies (calls for) deeply felt embodied contact, 

a responsiveness to an emerging self that has missed a type of interaction. If our body senses and 

can respond to what is being called forth, life energy and spirit is restored to that place that has 

been broken.    

Background: A client Sam (58) had recently become sober after years of alcohol abuse. He 

wanted a "person-centered" therapist who could support him in exploring his own process. S. 

was able to drop into a space of deep feeling, so that our work proceeded extremely well.  Then 

we hit an impasse when he began to explore a sexual addiction. S. was happily married with a 

very satisfying sex life, so his propensity for porn was both mystifying and disconcerting. S.   

began to feel very discouraged and guilty.                         

Bodily lead: As we were standing together, I invited S. to let his body show us what happens 

when he feels drawn to porn. His head began turning side to side frantically as if looking for 

someone. Then his eyes began to gaze at me, what felt like a deep longing. The slight tilting of 

his head, the feeling quality and body posture leaning slightly toward mine all evoked the felt 

sense of wanting contact. "I can really feel those eyes wanting contact with mine." "Yes," said   

Sam, "I think this is the deepest wound, the sense of absence, no one there."    

Impasse event: At that point, as we were standing, I invited our eyes to behold each other, in a 

receptive-accepting way. We gazed silently for several minutes. I felt the presence of a young boy 

being looked at lovingly by a father, and that I could be that father to that boy. During the 

session, tears came to both of us as we allowed this process of close eye contact to unfold. Sam 

said, "Thank you so much for staying present with me. This means so much." I noticed that his 

hands were gently touching and moving up and down his torso. When I pointed this out, he 
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affirmed, "Yes, this eye contact feels very healing inside. It feels like there is a laying down of 

new tracks inside me here, going on right now."   

      

Comment: This event had a huge impact- and soon afterwards, S. reported that his urges to view 

porn had vanished. He felt more open and intimate with his wife on all levels. As his body 

implied the needed interaction, we were able to fill in the lack is a powerful way to fill in what 

has been missing. There are many ways I have offered myself as the needed other: e.g. offering 

strength that allows a self to 'push back,' be powerful.    

   

Vignette #3: Entering a bound zone - breaking through a major blockage    

Introduction:  An impasse can arise when there is a deep inhibition or blockage against strong 

or powerful expression. The body-energy feels weakened and often burdened, resulting at times 

in a kind of heaviness, and a sense of being oppressed and victimized. In this type of impasse, we 

can often sense a build-up of pressure and energy that is pushing for expression.    

   

Background: "Ed" (55 y/o) came to therapy as a result of prolonged depressive moods, 

including recurrent feelings of anger and irritability, with frequent outbursts at his wife. Ed  

suffered a huge trauma when he lost custody of his children, which he felt was totally unjust and  

from which he never recovered. We worked well together for about three years, with a lessening 

of depressed moods and outbursts. Yet he still felt burdened and unhappy and a recent outburst 

made him doubt this would ever change.   

   

Bodily lead: As we explored this impasse, E felt that his body was carrying something very dark 

and heavy- a place he felt reluctant to enter. He had great trepidation in letting himself or his 
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body express any strong emotion or outward expression. It felt all bottled up inside. Ed requested 

that his wife attend some sessions with him – for extra support. In one session, while bringing 

focusing attention to the body, Ed felt in touch with this dark place.  He described a sense of a 

dark, heavy ball of sludge, pulsating and vibrating. His body began to shake slightly and a 

sound emerged from his breathing.    

Impasse event: This felt like an opening into his blockage. I wondered if he might be ok going 

further- and with his wife's encouragement, agreed. So I invited us to stand and offered the 

simple invitation that we drop into this dark place, allow whatever wants to come. Ed began to 

feel that dark sludge open- then stopped. With his consent, I placed my hands on his belly, 

pushed slightly and just said "Breathe into my hands." As Ed began breathing deeply into his 

belly his body began to sway – with a soft sound. I pushed with more force. "Let it come! We are 

here for you." The sound morphed into a rhythmic moaning, becoming louder and louder until 

his whole body began to shake, quiver, and a wailing came from deep in his gut. My body was 

moving in sync with his, and sounds began to emerge in harmony with his own – which seem to 

reinforce and animate his energy – until it felt like we were channeling a tribal dance and chant. 

This went on for several minutes – until it naturally quieted down – and when done, I invited us 

to return to our whole body, invite some deep breaths, and take time to sense how he feels now.  

E. exclaimed "It feels like I've released 1000 pounds of weight – this black sludge ball is gone! I 

feel so much lighter and freer – like I haven't felt ever." He opened his eyes, and saw his wife's 

eyes filled with tears, deeply moved. "This is the person I've always known in there- a beautiful 

soft person that I have been waiting many years to come. Now you are here."    
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Comment: Immediately after this event, Ed's whole ambience felt different - his bodily aura felt 

radiant, alive, loosened, and receptive. He felt like a new person, released from a lifetime of 

burdens and pain. I felt like a mid-wife, helping facilitate this birth. This type of active helping 

and encouraging, including physical support and animating together in often necessary to 

overcome deep inhibitions and free up energy.    

5. Discussion: Letting the body lead us from impasse to threshold   

   When we make space for the body's motility, it show us ways forward even in our most 

entrenched and stagnant life impasses. Staying attentive to the body as felt inwardly as well as 

moving outwardly generates new life-energy and interactions that open pathways where they had 

been closed. FOT creates space for "free movement" and "open expression," allowing for the 

body's deeper intentionality to arise and flow outward. The client's body (organism; embodied 

being) becomes our guide- or more precisely, our shared body that together forms one organism- 

so that what arises is a product of the inter-corporeal field within, between and around us.   

   Gestic leads are an important resource for helping clients find their own right way though 

impasses. When we are attentive and responsive to these nascent bodily signals, they can activate 

a period of gestation. It enables us to accompany and facilitate the often painful and challenging 

process of bringing something new into being. We are harnessing the body's gestating power, to 

facilitate a transformation from impasse (blocked passage) to threshold (open passage) (Fleisch, 

2015). Thus, sensing and incorporating inner-arising motility reconnects us to the body's natal 

wisdom, its inherent life-energy of becoming.    
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6. Points for reflection/exercises:   

1. Think of some area of your life right now (or in the past) where you feel at an impasse.  

This could also be with one or more clients with whom you are working or have worked with. 

What is the nature of this impasse or life-stagnation? What have you tried to resolve or move 

through it?   

2. See if you can recall and imaginatively sense an impasse or stuck situation. Don't try to 

form words yet, or think about the situation. Just take time to allow your body to show 

you what the whole situation feels like. If something comes, stay aware of that bodily 

feeling for awhile.   

3. From that bodily feeling, invite your body to show you a way forward. You can notice if 

any movement or energy comes, or a sense of what is needed to move through the 

impasse. If you get something, take time to invite your body to move, express, feel itself 

as living beyond the stuck place. Sense what it feels like to allow your body can take the 

lead.    

Reference:  Focusing-oriented therapy: how the body leads the way at the edge of impasse."  

(2016). In Paul Wilkins (ed.) Person-Centred and Experiential Therapies: Contemporary 

Approaches and Issues in Practice.  London: Sage Publications.   

Note: No portion of this chapter may be reproduced or referenced without express written 

permission of Sage Publications. Please contact them at: permissions@sagepub.co.uk.   
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